Gather™ Café 2

Gather plays an important and integral role in café spaces, allowing people to come together to share ideas and be productive in many different ways, whether it's at a traditional table with chairs, within a more enclosed micro-environment, or more casually in lounge seating that enables multiple user postures.

- Mind-Share provides booth-style seating for more comfortable and private interactions.
- Harvest table allows space to spread out and work or to gather and converse.
- All-Around table with Take-5 seating creates an efficient space where multiple people can collaborate.
- Belong table with Linger or Scooch seating accommodates informal, impromptu interactions that naturally occur throughout the day.
- Mobile Sketch provides a way to capture and share ideas or to communicate with the crowd.

Learn more about Gather
Use your smartphone to scan this EZcode or visit allsteeloffice.com/gather.
Go to getscanlife.com to download the app.